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MARK VI ELECTRONIC INDICATOR
0-1”/25mm Mark VI Electronic Indicator.
 P/N 12-03420 .........$614.00

MARK VI ANALOG
ELECTRONIC INDICATOR

0-.500”/12.5mm Mark VI Electronic Indicator with Analog 
Display. .................................P/N 12-03424 .........$646.00

MARK VI ELECTRONIC 
MICROMETER

0-.500”/12.5mm Mark VI Electronic Indicator, 8mm stem 
model. ...................................P/N 12-03425 .........$710.00

ADJUSTABLE
MICROMETER STAND

A compact, well-constructed, folding 
micrometer stand with a unique locking 
mechanism that positions the micrometer 
over a 180° range for perfect use and 
viewing ..........P/N 12-03423 ...........$39.95

ELECTRONIC MICROMETERS

Quick, accurate, easy-to-use and coolant, water and oil resistant to IP54 
standards, Fowler’s Electronic IP54 Outside Micrometers offer the same 
features as Fowler’s standard electronic micrometers, but are robust 
enough to perform in situations where regular electronic micrometers fail.

Description Part No. Price
2-3” Ip54 54-860-003-1 12-03410 $159.75
3-4” Ip54 54-860-004-1 12-03411 $225.95

1-2” Water Resistant 54-860-002-0 12-03412 $146.75

ELECTRONIC MICROMETER
Quick, accurate, easy-to-use and coolant, 
water and oil resistant to IP54 standards, 
Fowler’s Electronic IP54 Outside 
Micrometers offer the same features as 
Fowler’s standard electronic micrometers, 

but are robust enough to perform in situations where regular electronic 
micrometers fail ...........................................P/N 12-03414 .........$139.75

MICROMETERS

 P/N 12-03410 P/N 12-03411 P/N 12-03412

ELECTRONIC XTENDER
The industries two most popular bore 
gage ranges combined in one easy-to-
use ELECTRONIC set! All the same 
benefits included in the X-Tender Dial 
Bore Gage are now available with an 
electronic indicator providing inch/metric 
reading capability, preset size of master 
for absolute reading and minimum hold 
feature to lock on the bore size as the 
gauge is rocked in the part to be measured.
 P/N 12-03416 .........$339.00

METRIC BORE GAUGE SETTING MASTER
Using the new Fowler Bore Gage Setting 
Master and the included gage blocks you 
can now quickly and easily set virtually any 
bore gage from 0 to 150mm in diameter 
with an accuracy of .003mm. Gone are 
the numerous masters formerly required to 
accurately set your bore gage for use. Now 
with one setting master kit and the included 
gage blocks you can set your bore gage 
with ease.  Each Fowler Bore Gage Setting 
Master Kit includes a bore gage setting 

master, and a 36 piece gage block set. Both come packaged in a high 
quality aircraft-style, shop-hardened aluminum case!  All packaged in 
a high quality, shop-hardened aircraft-style aluminum case! Bore Gage 
shown is not included ..................................P/N 12-03421 .........$364.00

POLY-CAL ELECTRONIC 
CALIPER

Poly-Cal Electronic Caliper Inch/Metric/
Fraction.  Range: 6”/150mm.

 P/N 12-03426 ...........$35.80

ELECTRONIC CALIPERS

Description Part No. Price
Iv 6”/150mm 54-100-330-1 12-03417 $181.75
Iv 12”300mm 54-100-332-0 12-03418 $219.85
Iv 8”/200mm 54-100-331-0 12-03419 $157.75

XTRA-VALUE CAL AND DEPTH
ATTACHMENT COMBO

Accuracy: .001”/.02mm. Range: 6”/150mm.  Large 
east to read display. Resolution: .0005”/.01mm. 
Direct inch/metric conversion. Absolute/incre-
mental measurement. 4-way measuring

 P/N 12-03427 ...........$98.80

SHOCKPROOF DIAL CALIPER 
AND DEPTH ATTACHMENT COMBO

Tough shockproof design. 4-way measuring.  
Solid stainless steel construction. Silky-smooth 
movement throughout. 100” range per revolution.  
.001” reading dial face.
 P/N 12-03409 .........$130.90

MASTER BORE GAGE SET
Setting Bore gages is a breeze with 
Fowler’s new Bore Gage Setting Master 
Kit!  Using the new Fowler Bore Gage 
Setting Master and the included gage 
blocks you can now quickly and easily 
set virtually any bore gage from 0 to 6” 
in diameter with an accuracy of .0001”. 
Gone are the numerous masters formerly 
required to accurately set your bore gage 
for use. Now with one setting master kit 

and the included gage blocks you can set your bore gage with ease.  
Each Fowler Bore Gage Setting Master Kit includes a bore gage setting 
master, and a 36 piece gage block set. Both come packaged in a high 
quality aircraft-style, shop-hardened aluminum case!  All packaged in 
a high quality, shop-hardened aircraft-style aluminum case! Bore Gage 
shown is not included ..................................P/N 12-03408 .........$317.00

ELECTRONIC OUTSIDE MICROMETER SET
Quick, accurate, easy-to-use and coolant, 
water and oil resistant to IP54 standards, 
Fowler’s Electronic IP54 Outside Micro-
meters offer the same features as Fowler’s 
standard electronic micrometers, but are 
robust enough to perform in situations 
where regular electronic micrometers fail.

 P/N 12-03413 .........$467.00
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